(
• C) of the trajectories belonging to category S, every 6 hours during the ten days before they arrived in the Arctic.
Movie S2. As Supplementary movie S1, but for the trajectories belonging to category A.
Movie S3. As Supplementary movie S1, but for the trajectories belonging to category M. X -4 BINDER ET AL.: AN EXTREME WINTERTIME ARCTIC WARM EVENT Figure S2 . Origin of the warm air masses. Spatial distribution and, indicated by the colour of the dots, (a-c) temperature ( • C) and (d-f) pressure (hPa) of the trajectories that contributed to the Arctic warm event, ten days before they arrived in the Arctic, separately for the air parcels belonging to category (a, d) S, (b, e) A, and (c, f) M, respectively.
BINDER ET AL.: AN EXTREME WINTERTIME ARCTIC WARM EVENT X -5 were cooled diabatically by surface fluxes as they moved over colder ocean and land surfaces during their poleward advection; however, the magnitude of this cooling was relatively weak.
X -6 BINDER ET AL.: AN EXTREME WINTERTIME ARCTIC WARM EVENT Figure S9 . Detailed synoptic situation before and during the Arctic warm event. Fields as in Figure S8a ,c,e.
X -12
BINDER ET AL.: AN EXTREME WINTERTIME ARCTIC WARM EVENT Figure S8a ,c,e.
BINDER ET AL.: AN EXTREME WINTERTIME ARCTIC WARM EVENT −1 ) 4.7 (7.4) 1.6 5.7 6.5 Table S1 . 
